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                    In this Issus:  
  In response to the execution        

of Navid Afkari!

- In response to the execution  The Islamic regime in another opportunity, added to its           

of Navid Afkari...                          P. 1    crimes by a more brutal action, and cut a flower from. . . .            

- . Tolerance is not the                meadow and waiting of the lovers of freedom!                       

solution! ...                                    P. 3    The capitalist system ruling in Iran, by institutionalizing the     

- Short News about Haft   religious laws and the orders of its brutal rulers, has establish--  

Tappe Workers ...                         P. 4  ed an indescribable barbarism on Iranian society. A system                     

- Protest as semblance of   that is the product of four decades of dictatorship, under the                  

workers in Tabriz ...                     P. 5 rotten, reactionary, and inhuman laws, which has defined itself                    

- Continual protests and               with imprisonment, torture, execution, by the workers has caused             

Protesting workers of Iran ...       P. 5     exploitation, poverty, and inequality.      

Poplin Textile Factory in ...        P. 6     The medieval rulings in the forms of nemeses, execution,                      

- We condemn the inhuman                   imprisonment, torture, flogging, etc., for such a rotten   . . .                                                                   

criminal execution of Navid …   P. 7 and corrupted system, has one message: the further survival                                                

.                                                          of its disgraceful government.   

 The capitalist Islamic Republic, with such violence and oppression, not only has taken away the 

right to live as part of the society, but also, with its fascistic and Islamic rulings, it has imposed 

poverty and misery and deprived the right to survive for millions of Iranian people. With this 

violence and repression, the capitalist regime of the Islamic Republic, has not only taken away the 

right to life from a part of society, but with its fascist and Islamic rulings, it has deprived millions of 

people of the right to survive, by imposing poverty and misery. 

The Islamic republic, by the execution of Iranian free thinkers, those who believe and love the path 

to freedom and equality, by intimidation and threatening the conscious workers and toilers, their 

true representatives, and supporters and defenders of the working class, it has left no any other 

choice, but to fight back and support all of these suppressed toilers and disadvantaged people! 

This class struggle, which commenced some years ago, has frightened the regime, and it sees the 

only way to save itself is by imposing imprisonment, torture, and  execution, in order to frighten 

people and put an end to their struggles. But these heinous and criminal acts, will pave the way 
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 for a smoother struggle to emancipation, for the rank and file of militant and freedom loving 

people. 

Navid Afkari in an audio file said: “… if I be executed, let everyone knows that in the 21
st
 

century, with all these organizations, such as human rights mechanism, United Nation, the 

security council, etc., an innocent 

man who has done his best to fight, 

has been executed…” 

As the Haft Tappeh Sugarcane 

workers have put an end to the death 

sentence at the top of their struggles, 

to the extent that, in a way, they do 

not even demand the death sentence 

for their class enemies, the organized 

struggles of the working class in its 

unity with other social movements, 

will be able to restrain the regime that 

is armed to the teeth. 

Therefore, In order to put an end to 

the brutality and barbarism in Iran, , 

nowadays, more than ever, there is the need  for unity and solidarity and coming on to the streets 

of the more organized labor movements and other movements against the capitalist Islamic 

Republic. 

In order to stand against these crimes, we must put an end to all of these inequalities, and there is 

no other way of organizing in any form, with any power, by any possibility, other than people 

power. We must stand firm, against these crimes and do not give up until the destruction of the 

Islamic Republic is complete! 

The cessation of capital punishment) depends on our organizing and unity! 

Now that I have grown up 

I clinched my fist 

Speak with my fist 

and get my rights by my fist 

 

 

 

 

Solidarity Committees with Iranian Workers Movement-abroad 

Solidarityciwm@gmail.com  
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For everyone's information: 

Tolerance and waiting are not the solution! 

 

Decisions and executions of catastrophes by the capitalists, employers, and the owner of capital 

at Haft Tappeh are easily postponed under various pretexts. 

In their most common falsehoods, they even try to change the proven decisions made decades 

ago. 

But they cannot implement those decisions under any pretext; there is no going back to 

cancelling privatization in Haft Tappeh. 

During these years, all the Haft Tappeh 

sugarcane workers have been employed 

in the most difficult conditions and have 

not had any necessary facilities to 

advance their work or even get a wage, 

they have even faced countless and 

frequent problems. 

The promises made in each period and 

by each of these small and large 

headmen and authorities to the workers 

of Haft Tappeh are false and there is no 

trust in these gentlemen. 

From day one, Haft Tappeh workers 

relentlessly tried to form their own 

independent union, Haft Tappeh agro-industrial workers union, to receive their wages from 

private and government owners/employers, as well as any natural and basic demands or to 

prevent the dismissal and unemployment of workers and Every other demand had to wage 

protest, strike, and war with rapacious capitalist owners. 

But the rulers and officials of this country do not waste any time to execute the sentences of 

arrest, imprisonment, torture, and hanging, and they execute them immediately, all of whom are 

condemned by us workers. 

The Haft Tappeh workers have shown all the mercenaries that they are capable of victory and 

success with their organized and united force. 

During this round of protests and strikes, Haft Tappeh workers managed to line up the entire 

ruling apparatus to respond to the tragedies that took place in Haft Tappeh. 

The united workers of Haft Tappeh will not give any more opportunities to continue and impose 

poverty, repression, diversion of struggles, theft, and embezzlement any name. 

For the workers of Haft Tappeh, after all these years full of tragedy and lawlessness, there is no 

other way but to continue the struggle. 
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We continue the struggle, protest, strike, and fight, so that the workers can manage themselves 

with the best working conditions, job security, livelihood, protected environment, and healthy 

working environment. 

For the workers of Haft Tappeh, there is no tolerance left; the workers must pursue their 

demands with their collective force and active presence. The workers of Haft Tappeh have no 

reason to wait, except to continue fighting for their rights! 

Hitting and hurting one of us, means hitting and hurting all of us! 

September 14, 2020  

Haft Tappeh Sugarcane Workers Syndicate! 

Long live our alliance, long live the nationwide workers' strike 

Unity Strike 

Bread_job_Freedom 

Happiness_ Welfare _ Prosperity  

 

Short News about Haft Tappe Workers 

 

- The website for the office of the calculation of the country has announced the result of their 

findings for the ‘haft tappeh’ sugarcane company’s agreement as annulled. 

- The workers of the company like previous days have gathered outside the governorship of the 

province of ‘shoosh.’ Demanding their return to work.  

                                                                                                                           
sandika.mp4

 

- Also, the workers of the union of the industrial section have gathered in the past two days in 

criticism of the lack of attention of their bosses and demanding their rights in regard to their 

wages. 

This morning, 8
th

 September they have also stopped all work activities inside the factory. 

- The appearance of the ‘Haft Tappeh company’s Yes men for the appeasement of the striking 

workers. 

Today, Thursday 17
th

 Sep. a group of workers started a demonstration in front of the 

management of the company for their rights and wages. Their gathering of the previous day was 

confronted with cold weapons and vituperation of the workers by the inspector of the company 

that arouse the protest and the anger of the workers and the residents of the area. 
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Under the orders of the local court and the cooperation of the magistrate a herd of the 

company’s ragbags belonging to the management were gathered to suppress the striking 

workers.  

The striking workers who belonged to other companies in the area started in a peaceful 

manner to explain their legal gathering and the demand for their rights. The workers with 

calm resolve and awareness confronted the situation to avoid violent clashes with the 

authorities. 

In this 95
th

 day of the strike the workers were confronted by the aggressive and inhumane 

approach of the company’s herd of ragbags and yes men.  

 Protest as semblance of workers   

    in Tabriz Compressor maker 
     

 

 Regarding discriminating layoffs, 

collecting financial drafts, signing open 

contract and non-payment of two 

months wages and for job securities 
 

Workers of Compressor maker in the city 

of Tabriz congregated together in the 

industrial village of Gharamalek, the 

province of East Azerbaijan to protest 

Text:  Dear provincial officials,      against discriminating layoffs, drafting 

please reach out to our workers,     financial papers, signing open contracts 

We have no insurance, no hope for the future,   and non-payment of two months wages 

how long do we see the indifference of the authorities?   and evasion of job securities. The pro-      

Wait how long? How long is the promise?                           testing workers signed an appeal, demand- 

Along with the slogan of supporting national production, ing from the city of Tabriz approval to . 

support for national workers has been forgotten!   organize an independent labour group. 

 

 

Continual protests and demands by the workers           

.             of the Vahed Bus company 

To start activating classifications of jobs in the company 
 

Modification of job classification package that results in wage increase for workers in the 

Tehran Bus company is to be started. The latest measures in this area took place in 2006, after 

a widespread struggle by the workers. Based on the company regulations, categorization is 

supposed to take place every 5 years, but concerns by the authority regarding the increase in 

wages has prohibited them from undertaking it on time. Workers in Wahed Company along 

with workers in Haft Tappeh have powerfully fought this issue and now adjustment is taking 

place. 
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Protesting workers of Iran Poplin Textile Factory            

in Rasht raise their voice once again against                                 

privatization 
 

These protesting workers declared their protest after the decision of “facilitating working group 

for removal of production impediments” and putting the Company on the list of the National 

Bank’s Investment of National Development for privatization. 

On September 21st, the National Bank’s 

investment company based on the resolution 

of the abovementioned working group 

decided to give the company to the private 

sector or to rent it with option to buy.  

The resolution says that for the maintenance 

and the continuation of the employment, the 

necessary postponement of the payment of 

the company’s utilities bills should take place 

up to September 21st. A committee was 

formed consisting of specialists, the 

supervising bodies (judiciary, prosecution 

office, and the inspection office) along with 

the Gilan’s Province Offices to decide regarding the new owner.  Meanwhile, the Investment 

Company for the National Development, by the end of summer, should take the necessary 

actions to find the competent private investors and take care of the privatization. The Investment 

Company should also present the planned production program to the secretariat of the facilitating 

group in ten days to prevent any impediment in the Province production process. 

After this resolution different groups have come to the factory to visit, but it is not clear with 

which private investing group they have reached an agreement. 

A worker in this factory reminded that the private sector in Gilan Province has not a good track 

record: the big “Pooshesh Iran” Company, which was considered as one of the famous and 

important textile companies in the country, was ruined after the privatization. Pars Electric and 

Gilan Carpet were also bankrupted after the privatization. Now who is going to guarantee that 

this company is not going to have the same destiny? 

He said that if the shareholders of the company such as National Bank, Mellat Bank, Tejarat 

Bank, and small percentage of small private shareholders inject a small amount of investment, 

the company would come out of the present dead-end.  

By referring to the lack of supervision, he said that in the last few years the managers have tried 

to expropriate the factory’s assets and now if the private sector takes over they will be eyeing the 

60 acres (24 hectares) of the factory land asset.  

This Iran Poplin’s worker warns us that if the government has not been able to take care of the 

costs of 276 employed workers, how the private sector could do such a thing? 

He said that the amounts owed by the factory, which has been able to do all the steps of the 
production, is mainly the result of the mismanagement of the previous managers. The National 

Bank has given huge loans to the factory for the renovations but because of the lack of 

supervision these loans have been spent on the manager’s personal expenditures. The Bank has 

preferred to expropriate the land in lieu of its loans. As a result, 70 percent of the ownership of 

the factory belongs to the bank.  
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Gozareshgaran appeal request: 

We condemn the inhuman criminal execution                         

of Navid Afkari 

Freedom thinkers -freedom fighters! 

Navid Afkari had endured brutal torture, to participate in a threadbare confession scenario, 
before he was executed, because he was protesting the economic and social pressures, which was 

imposed by the rulers of the Islamic Republic. The dictatorial ruling’s quadriga, of murdering, 

killing and the execution of political and social dissidents continues, 

and still sacrifices the best children of this land, our land-the Iranian 

society. Yesterday, despite the nationwide and international outcry 

and protest over the death sentence of Navid, they executed him. The 

execution of Navid, and other Navids, is not the end of the story. 

Rather, it could be the beginning of a storm of condemnation and the 

expression of disgust, with the rulings of the Islamic Republic and 

the endless resentment of its officials from the political dissidents, 

oppositions and protestors of the catastrophic economic and social 

situation in Iran. The Islamic Republic has no answer to the 

protesting people, against poverty, unemployment, and other social 

problems. Their brutal murders and suppression, forced confessions 

and the execution of the protestors, has therefore, added a new 

chapter to its forty-one-year black record of successive rule. 

Nowadays, the nationwide protests, repression, killing, corruption, poverty and unemployment, 

the young generation’s future, and dozens of other political, social, political, and economic crises 

are wide spreading and expanding daily. Many other protesting detainees of the November 2017, 

and December 2019 uprising, such as Haydar Ghorbani, Houshmand Alipour, Saman Karimi, 

Abbas Mohammadi, Amir Houssain Moradi, Saeed Tamjidi, and others, are still tortured, 

imprisoned and in danger of bein g executed.  

The rulers of the Islamic Republic, by torturing, forced confessions, and the execution of the 

awakened youth of our country, have no intention, but to create a public atmosphere of fear and 

terror in society. Nowadays, Navid Afkari’s execution promises to expand the struggle against 

the death penalty and the Islamic Republic as a whole. 

We, the political, social and cultural activists, whilst condemning this barbaric and inhuman 

crime of the Islamic Republic, and whilst sympathizing with this athlete and worker, who was 

executed for protesting the catastrophic situation of his life and other toilers and worker, we call 

on all the world’s conscience, to awaken public opinion to this deliberate murder by the religious 

rulers in Iran, and request them to declare their protest and disgust to the Islamic Republic. 

We, the political, social, and cultural activists, will continue to fight and protest against the 

criminal action of the Islamic Republic, and in condemnation of the death sentence of Navid 

Afkari, and will continue our fight to prevent its reoccurrence.  

Gozareshgaran Site: 
gozareshgar1001@yahoo.de                  

www.gozareshgar.com 
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